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WEYBRIDGE IN LOCKDOWN
SOCIETY CONTINUES ITS WORK
Special Editor’s Note
Welcome to our combined spring/summer 2020 edition and onlineonly version of our newsletter! We’ve been constrained on some
work and going to print/distribution, but never mind lockdown, here’s
a huge double issue with all the local updates and community stories
that you’ve come to expect.
We’ve gone ahead with our previously decided theme: Oatlands,
the neighbourhood of Weybridge that borders Walton-on-Thames.
You might be surprised to learn that COVID hasn’t decimated all
local businesses – many carry on in new ways thanks to their innovation and increased
resident support.
With so much turbulence in the world, it’s also timely to talk of mental health, coping
strategies, community efforts to help the NHS, and how we can be more aware of racism.
It isn’t negative news – so much good has been done locally, with many positive impacts of
the pandemic on our behaviour and environment. With that, I call your attention to the pieces
below, which touch on these very important issues.
Many thanks and enjoy!
Lesia Scholey, Editor
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TOWN CENTRE HUB PLANS PROGRESS
As the nation and our area went into
lockdown in mid-March, the Weybridge
Society continued critical work on the
rebuild of local health services and
transforming our town centre. After months
of research, discussion and preparation of
various ideas of what a revitalised town
centre might look like, the Society met with
authorities from Surrey County Council
(SCC) via Zoom on 5th June to discuss
these ideas.
In a presentation outlining these ideas,
the Society put forth a vision for a new
community hub in the town centre that
can house all key local services, making
the case that the best place for them
is the old hospital site. This proposal –
known as WRAP, Weybridge Rebuild
and Advance Project – has been in the
works since 2018 when the Society first
came up with the idea, after the 2017 fire
that destroyed our local NHS GP practices
and other services on that site. Since then
local authorities have also been working
on plans, with SCC acquiring a £100,000
grant from the national government via
One Public Estate to investigate the WRAP
idea further, along with NHS planners and
Elmbridge Borough Council (EBC).
In work no one else has done, over the
last year, the Society has actively assessed
the needs of our community by talking to
users and employees at various town
centre sites: the library run by SCC,
Churchfields’ Community Centre run by
EBC, and organisations currently renting
permanent space in the town centre’s
public buildings, such as Brooklands
Radio. Taking on these views, the Society
– the largest residents’ association in
Weybridge – drew up an initial ‘wishlist’ of
user and service provider needs. The

Society then brought in an architect to
sketch out those needs and ideas and
develop a vision of what a hub facility
might look like. That draft proposal of how
best to re-provide local services was
presented to SCC via Zoom in early June.

Now the Society is in the final stages
of turning this draft proposal into a
presentation fit for public debate. By end
of July, this proposal will be released
to all Society members and Weybridge
residents for feedback. The Society
wants all options for the town centre to be
debated by everyone who has a stake in
the town’s future as these ideas are being
drafted, not after. The Society believes
that only by being open and inclusive, with
residents working together with authorities
as every stage, can we hope for the best
solution – one that reflects the maximum
input of residents into their own future.
No workable community hub plan yet
exists, so now is the time to get involved
– all Weybridge residents are invited to
become Society members as soon as
possible so they can join our upcoming July
email survey on the town centre proposal.
Once residents have commented, the
Society will include all public feedback
in a revised formal presentation to be
presented again to authorities and the
general public at a town-hall type meeting
(pandemic permitting) in early autumn.
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VOLUNTEERS STEP INTO NEW ROLES
WITH SOCIETY
Annual Accounts Examiner
We are pleased
to
announce
that
Society
member Liam
McKeevor
has agreed to
our proposing
him in 2020
as our new
independent
examiner of our annual accounts.
Liam lives with his young family
in Weybridge and is a fully qualified
accountant who has had experience of
working with charities. He works as a
corporate tax director and a dual qualified
chartered accountant and is a member of
both the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales (ICAEW) and the
Chartered Institute of Taxation (CIOT).
Liam trained in his firm’s charity audit and
assurance team undertaking mainly audit
work but also independent examinations
for the firms’ charity clients. In 2010, he
moved from the charity audit team into
the corporation tax team where he now
mainly works with international and larger
corporate groups but also continues
to
support
some charity
clients. Thank
you Liam for
stepping
up
and welcome!
H u g e
thanks go to
our outgoing
examiner, Jon
Tait, a Society

member who has been in the role since
2010 and decided in 2019 that it was
his last year, having done a splendid job
for the Society and the community for a
decade. Jon has always undertaken his
role in a professional manner, coupled with
a sense of good humour, and it has been a
pleasure working with him. We wish Jon all
the best in his second retirement!
Co-Chair of Planning Panel
The
Society
is
most
grateful to Kay
Williamson
who has joined
the Planning
Panel and will
work as a cochair alongside
Ray
Spary.
Kay has lived in Weybridge for almost
50 years, 44 in her current home. Having
been around long enough to witness
Weybridge’s considerable growth over the
years and understand local issues, Kay
will be a big help to the panel in assessing
developments and communicating the
Society’s position on applications.
Kay
also
brings
considerable
expertise, as prior to her ‘retirement’ she
worked in the new homes industry, mainly
in marketing and product specification.
These roles, along with her current one –
working alongside her husband and son
in their structural engineering consultancy
Williamson
Partnership,
based
in
Oatlands Village – have given Kay superb
insights into planning issues from a
developer’s perspective.
3
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We know the Planning Panel will be
especially grateful as its workload never
ceases to grow. As Kay will be fitting
all this in with granny duties and other
activities, she’s a super busy woman,
so the Society is doubly grateful for her
time and willingness to help. So thank
you Kay for coming on board – your input
into this newsletter has already been
much appreciated!

fully-fledged staff reporter. Thanks for all
your help, Becky – onwards and upwards!
Social Media Coordinator
Like Becky, Rob Steel answered our call
for help in 2019 and since launching our
Instagram
account,
he’s
proved
indispensable to our growing Comms
Team. With newsletter editor and WRAP
coordinator Lesia Scholey too busy (and
admittedly not as savvy as the next
generation) to run social media, Rob has
stepped up again and has taken over
coordinating the Society’s plans for
social media.
This very
important task
means
Rob
will be guiding
our
regular
releases
of
information
– Weybridge
Wednesdays
and
Society
Saturdays on Instagram and Twitter
(managed by Sally Bean) – to ensure our
weekly output of information is always
timely and tied to what the Society is
working on and wants the public to know.
Many thanks Rob for your time and
expertise and energy! We’re counting
on you!

Staff Reporter
Putting together a quarterly newsletter
that in most media circles would qualify as
a magazine is no easy task. The names
of all who help with each individual issue
are always listed as credits on the last
page, as our newsletter doesn’t assign
by-lines and highlight who wrote or
contributed what.
But it is a group effort and a massive
one – far too much for one editor to handle!
So we’re always looking for contributors
and help! That’s why we were so pleased
last year when our volunteer intern junior
reporter Becky Roper joined after
completing studies in Arabic and Russian
at Leeds University, continuing to work
with us as she began her working career
at Gartners.
Becky first
responded
to our call for
volunteers,
hoping to learn
the ropes of
reporting and
help out, and
for
months
she’s worked tirelessly to uncover the
local stories that matter, shining a light
on what’s best in all of us! As she’s not
yet leaving Weybridge as previously
planned, we’ve asked Becky to stay on as

Twitter: @weybridgesoc
Instagram: @weybridgesociety

GOT THIS ISSUE FOR FREE?
ENJOY WHAT YOU SEE?

Then don’t make this issue your last!
Join Weybridge Society now and support
our efforts to compile and distribute this
informative local quarterly newsletter to
area residents and businesses!
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THE WEYBRIDGE SOCIETY IS LOOKING FOR

ACTIVE VOLUNTEERS!

We do a lot but want to do more – can you help the Society expand its work
in 2020 and beyond? In addition to tracking planning developments, working
on the all-important rebuild of town centre public and health services (WRAP)
and the many other projects and events we already do, the Society would
especially like to reach out in three areas:
• Youth projects – engaging young people to be interested in
Weybridge and public service. We could use a volunteer to work
as point person/schools liaison so we can better communicate with
students and teachers and strengthen community ties. Are you a
local parent, community-oriented person, good communicator and/
or someone keen to shape the next generation to love and work for
Weybridge? We’d love to hear from you!
• Environmental projects – making Weybridge environmentallyfriendly, sustainable and resilient for the future. Have you got
knowledge/interest in technologies/climate change issues that can
help us shape future projects? We’ve got a variety of issues that can
use the environmental perspective, from parking and traffic to large
scale developments like WRAP and our Planning Panel work.
• Social media outreach – we’ve got a social media coordinator in
place, could you help him and us to grow our presence on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram? All hands on deck – and don’t be shy – the
younger you are the better! We’re looking for a whole new generation
to get involved with making Weybridge great for the future!
Our current active volunteers (from planning panel to comms team, treasurer
and admin and the rest) all work flexibly as many or few hours as they choose.
Even the smallest efforts can produce big results, and we’ve got experienced
members on hand to help you get started!
All you need is interest and a bit of free time to lend us a hand. Are you
keen to help in any of these areas mentioned or have suggestions for
other community projects? If so, please get in touch with Lesia Scholey at
newsletter@weybridgesociety.org.uk

5
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LETTER FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
I hope that you and your family have kept well during
the COVID-19 outbreak, and our deepest and most
heartfelt sympathies go out to those who have lost
loved ones during this difficult time. Along with the
global pandemic, we now feel the impact of the unjust
killing of George Floyd. I would like to be clear at this
juncture that the Society is an inclusive organisation
which abhors any form of racism, overt and subtle,
and I hope that in Weybridge and all around the world
people can come together to stamp out prejudices and
resolve differences in a positive manner.

It’s often joked about in Weybridge that we
‘live in a bubble,’ but it’s clear from current
events that no place and no one is immune
from global issues. We must all do our
part to make the world a better place to
live. It is this kind of can-do activism and
community spirit that is at the heart of the
Society’s mission, and I hope this issue of
our newsletter, with its stories of goodwill
and volunteering, will inspire each of us as
residents not only to think about what we
can do, but actually get involved in building
a better community.
The last few months have seen
dramatic changes for us all, and recent
warm and sunny weather has certainly
been a bonus in these challenging times.
There have been other positives too, such
as reductions in traffic and pollution. Our
local council’s pollution monitoring station
in Weybridge High Street has recorded
a significant reduction in NOx gases (see
box and chart p.10), and many residents
are appreciating the difference.
Many of us are also enjoying the benefits
of Zoom videoconferencing and other
technologies – whether we were prepared
to embrace them or not – as a new way of
communicating with families and friends.
Some will have now experienced a virtual

consultation with their GP. These and
similar experiences herald a major change
in the way that we will live our lives going
forward. Possibly the massive increase in
numbers of people working from home will
continue. Many companies have already
committed to extend home working when
things return to a ‘new normal,’ so without
looking backwards but always firmly ahead,
now is the time to ask big questions about
our future and how we can best shape it.
What does the pandemic ultimately
mean for Weybridge? Will there be less
traffic, less commuting? What do local
councils have to do to ensure that more
of us continue to walk and cycle? Can
we become more local consumers and
regenerate our High Street shops? These
and other considerations will need careful
evaluation (see our Oatlands business
feature p.18 for some ideas). No doubt it will
take time before any ‘new normal’ settles
into place, but like the fire that destroyed
our old hospital site and brought many
new challenges, a negative event like the
pandemic can pose huge opportunities for
significant improvements in our area and in
the environment.
As you know, the Society’s April
AGM was cancelled due to lockdown
6
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restrictions, so annual accounts and other
formal documentation will be forwarded
to members in the near future. Members
will be asked to register agreement or
otherwise, via email or post. If conditions
allow, a meeting will be held in the autumn.
At this meeting, we hope to give a live
presentation of the Society’s proposals
for a new community hub, but we will be
emailing details about this project even
sooner, this summer, as well as information
about any autumn meeting once it
is finalised.
During lockdown, the Society has
been working hard behind the scenes
(see article p.2) on our community hub:
WRAP – Weybridge Rebuild and
Advance Project. The WRAP idea was
one that the Society initiated, worked on
and has publicly reported on since the
project’s inception in 2018, after the fire
that destroyed our health service site. Over
recent weeks, our WRAP committee has
been liaising with Surrey County Council
(SCC) to agree the outlines of this shared
vision for re-provisioning medical, library,
community centre and other facilities and
services into a one community hub in the
centre of Weybridge. In 2019, the Society
had already commissioned an architect to
sketch out our ideas on behalf of residents
for this town centre facility, and we have
discussed these ideas with the authorities.
We have now reached the point in
our discussions and work on this outline
WRAP proposal that we want to make
this presentation public and get feedback.
So we are gearing up for a major public
debate, run by the Society this summer,
which will be open to all residents, local
councillors, organisations, businesses
and authorities. We intend to send out
our draft WRAP presentation to all our
members for formal feedback in July,

ahead of any live meeting in the autumn.
This mailing is not intended to stay private
– we want all Weybridge residents to
join in this important discussion about
the town centre’s future. So it is important
for all our members to keep talking up the
Society and get others to join, so we can
reach everyone! (see our membership
drive, p.8).
I want to re-iterate that ‘getting it right’ is
crucial for any regeneration of Weybridge
– this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to revitalise the town centre by creating a
facility that not only dispenses services but
is a meeting place that attracts people of all
ages. We want to build a place we can be
proud of, where we all want to congregate
and interact – a place that stimulates
entrepreneurial and community spirt and
raises footfall in our town centre. So make
sure you get on board, get new members
on board and join this debate!
In other critical work, the Society has
continued to spend considerable efforts
on reviewing planning applications,
especially the redevelopment of Clive
House on Queens Road, which will
have a major impact on Weybridge. The
Society’s Comms Team have also been
working hard, raising our profile and getting
messages out on social media. We do now
communicate regularly not just via emails or
website postings but Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, so if you haven’t yet checked on
these platforms, please do!
As ever, the work of the Society is
carried out by volunteers. These are people
who are passionate about ensuring that the
character and environment of Weybridge
are enhanced for all. It is usual for me at
our AGM to publicly thank all those who
have contributed to the Society’s activities
over the year, and this year I do so through
this letter. My special thanks go to Lesia
7
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Scholey, our editor and WRAP coordinator,
and all other contributors to this issue for
the hard work that goes into its publication.
For the future, we still need more people
to join the Society and more members to
get active, to join in and contribute to our
committees. Our work is diverse, with
positive, inclusive and environmentallyfriendly agendas on many fronts: parking,
planning, traffic, recreation, health and
building community spirit. We’re sure

you can find something of interest to you
and help us make Weybridge a better
place to live. So please contact me if you
are interested!
Keep safe and kind regards,
Dave Arnold
chairman@weybridgesociety.org.uk
Twitter: @weybridgesoc
Instagram: @weybridgesociety

2020 MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
WE NEED EVERYONE IN WEYBRIDGE
TO

JOIN THE SOCIETY NOW!
WHY? Only our registered members get our emails with the latest news!
Be part of the conversation and KNOW WHAT’S REALLY
HAPPENING in WEYBRIDGE!
WHEN? Do it NOW! We need everyone on board as soon as possible!
The Society is working on BIG PLANS for the regeneration of the town centre, rebuild of
Weybridge NHS and the rehousing of local services. That will include changes to traffic flow,
cycling, parking and much more! We have a major public survey coming out this summer,
so join and be part of the debate on transforming Weybridge’s town centre!
We’re always on the case helping Surrey and Elmbridge councils set direction for local
initiatives. We’ve not only saved key buildings in the past and shaped policies on everything
from parking to planning, we’re influential on how Weybridge will look in in the future!
ALREADY a member? Then talk to a neighbour, friend or acquaintance – let them know about
all the good the Society does and urge them to join!
Joining is as simple as clicking on the Join Us link on our website!
WANT TO KNOW MORE?
See our website, Instagram, Twitter and Facebook!
OUR AIM IS TO BRING WEYBRIDGE TOGETHER AS A REAL COMMUNITY with the
Society representing ALL residents, so help us to help you – enrol as a member today!
8
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FOOTPATHS AND CLIMATE:
VIEW FROM RESIDENT AND SOCIETY MEMBER
RICHARD MARSHALL
Soon after the Weybridge Society published
its Green/Environment issue last winter,
the COVID virus hit the world, forcing us to
contemplate long term changes which may
ultimately mitigate the climate problem. Less
frequent flying and use of cars has certainly
become the norm, and
Weybridge’s footpaths have
been very busy, particularly
as young generations which
weren’t so keen or evident
previously, continue to come
out in large numbers. As
elsewhere in the country,
Weybridge’s
residents,
young and old alike, have
taken up local outdoor
exercise like walking, running
and cycling in droves.
The impact of climate
change is also noticeable
locally, as paths become
increasingly dry and dusty
over many rain-free weeks,
so soon after being terribly muddy from the
winter’s heavy rains. Water stored deep
underground, plus copious amounts of
sunshine, have made for a glorious spring
for our many blooming trees and gardens,
bringing people out to walk and appreciate
our beautiful area. The weather for much of
April and May was positively Mediterranean!
With Surrey County Council continuing
its work on a new pathway along Heath
Road from Brooklands Lane to Weybridge
station, local residents have also been
taking advantage of this major improvement,
including clearer paths through the woods
and a heath less like a dark wilderness. The

longer route to Brooklands Community Park
(near Byfleet) is almost becoming an offroad cycle route to shops and recreation for
children. Some pensioners have also cycled
to walk the remote riverside path behind
the banking.
The
relatively
new
Broadwater path from behind
St Georges Junior School
along Broadwater Lake to
Walton bridge has also been
heavily in use during lock
down. Originally designed
with the intention of providing
an alternative route and
escape for pedestrians and
cyclists from Weybridge’s
previously congested roads,
this path has been no less
popular than the towpath
along the river, even as
roads became free of traffic
and cyclists and runners
took to the streets as well.
Hopefully, some change from the ‘old
normal’ will be learnt from this crisis, and
people will continue to use cycles and legs
instead of always opting for the car. Even at
the age of 80, I have cycled cross-country to
St Peters and its neighbouring Homewood
Park, in contrast to trips by ambulance
last winter!
Echoing Councillor Mary Marshall’s plea
in our last issue, people are now reminded
that ‘reduce, re-use, repair’ – even more
than ‘recycle’ – are the mantras we need to
act on if we are to rid ourselves of rising piles
of rubbish. Weybridge’s relentless output of
plastic waste pollutes local waterways and
9
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land, while our dependence on cars quickly
escalates local air pollution. When charity
shops reopen, hopefully they can play their
part again in reducing waste in the local
economy. The temporary improvement to our
air quality in lock down can be sustainable
and is welcomed not only by the most
vulnerable but also younger generations
which will inherit our earth.

Another positive
environmental outcome
of the pandemic?
Fresh air and a massive reduction in
our carbon footprint . . .

In April of this year the European
Space Agency published images
from the Copernicus Sentinel-5p
satellite from the European Union
Copernicus Programme, showing the
reduced average concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) in March-April
in comparison to the same time last
year. Madrid, Milan and Rome saw
decreases by 45% and in Paris by
54%, coinciding with the lockdown
measures across Europe. The
organisation London Air, published
estimates that NO2 had fallen by up
to 55% in the nation’s capital due to
less road traffic.
Weybridge Air monitors have also
noted a remarkable decline in NO2.

Temporary Closure of
Footpaths For Resurfacing
Surrey County Council announced a
temporary order for partial closure of
public footpaths for up to six months
as it works to complete a formal
pedestrian/cycle route between
Weybridge Railway Station (Heath
South car park) and Brooklands
Community Park.
This six month period is a time
window when closures may happen,
as sections of path will only be
closed in areas where and when
contractors are working and no other
safe options to pass are available.
Paths will continue to be open in
evenings and at weekends when and
where possible, with the intention
to maximise access whenever and
wherever it is safe to do so. Notices
will be positioned on site to explain
restrictions as they happen.
Phase Two of this project
includes works for the pedestrian/
cycle route from Weybridge station
to Brooklands, with contractors on
site from end of May to construct a
bound path section between Seven
Arches Approach and just beyond
Seven Arches Bridge (south-west of
Seven Arches Approach). Following
these works, the next phase will see
the project extend to Brooklands
Community Park.

POLLUTION DATA

μg/m3 as NO2
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ELMBRIDGE LOCAL PLAN UPDATE
Elmbridge Borough Council (EBC) has
been working on its new Elmbridge
Local Plan, which sets out housing
targets. This Local Plan has been
delayed by COVID-19, although the
government still wants to adhere to the
original timescales for its completion.
Meanwhile in March, the Office for
National Statistics (ONS) published its
25-year forecast for the UK population
to 2043. For Elmbridge, the ONS noted
an overall population change that is less
than +1% over the 25 years, including
a significant increase in the 60+ age
group. This essentially ‘no-growth’
forecast from the ONS compares to
a 16% growth to 2036 stipulated by
the Government for use by EBC in its
preparation of the new local plan.
In
the
Society’s
view,
this
discrepancy in forecasts must be
addressed. The issue now for the
Society and Weybridge residents
is whether our local authorities and
national government will reassess
growth requirements and use updated
projections in our next Local Plan, or if
they will continue to assume we need
much more housing in our area.
Assuming that the new ONS figures
could negate any need to increase
building densities and/or use our green
belt, the Society has written to EBC
for clarification on this key point. Our
letter was sent to EBC after it issued
its statement (shortened version below)
regarding delays in delivering on
the Plan:

as the Local Development Scheme –
LDS) for producing Elmbridge Borough
Council’s Local Plan. The council’s
timetable was based on officers being
in a position to submit a draft local
plan to the cabinet in June and to the
full council in July, with a final public
consultation in September.
Unfortunately, a number of external
consultants and infrastructure providers
have had to furlough or repurpose their
staff in response to the pandemic. As
a result, they have not been able to
submit their reports or inform the council
when they will be able to submit them.
Due to current uncertainty, it is not
clear how long staff will be furloughed
or repurposed. Therefore, at present,
the council is not in a position to set a
revised timetable.
Although the full impact of changed
circumstances and the economic
challenges from COVID-19 will not be
known for many months and probably
years, the council still has to produce a
Local Plan if it is not to lose all control
over future development in Elmbridge.
But the government is maintaining that
the current crisis cannot be used as a
reason to delay Local Plans. As a result,
EBC will be writing to the government
with concerns and seeking clarification
about the present situation.
The council’s current experiences
highlight the importance of ensuring
that new homes will be able to
accommodate residents’ future needs.
Previous macroeconomic events and
trends (rise of internet shopping,
financial crash of 2008, decline of
high streets, climate change agenda,
among others) continue to impact the

Statement from EBC:
The COVID-19 pandemic is having an
impact on the current timetable (known
11
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built environment. Present pandemic
challenges are expected to have an
even greater impact. Therefore it is
essential that the new Local Plan allows
for the development of innovative and
imaginative solutions. For example,
the Plan will need to reflect changes
in working patterns and changes to
commuting and impact on traffic.
EBC has asked its planning officers
to review their work to date on the draft

Local Plan in light of the pandemic. EBC
acknowledges the need to provide the
council and people of Elmbridge with
a Plan capable of meeting the range
of new challenges we are all likely to
face when this crisis eases, and its
consequences are clearer.

PROPOSED CAR PARK CHANGES:
THE CRICKET GREEN, PRINCES ROAD
The Triangle Residents’ Group (TRG),
which represents residents living inside the
triangle formed by Queens Road, Hanger
Hill, and the railway line, has informed the
Weybridge Society of the following note
from Councillor Peter Harman, dated 12th
March 2020, which may be of general
public interest:
‘As a Council we are looking at
reviewing the use of this car park.
It is clear from my observations it
is clearly not used for the intended
purpose. In the past 3 weeks there
have been 6 untaxed vehicles and
numerous vehicles parked for the
whole day.
This is clearly an unsatisfactory
situation and needs to be addressed.
We accept that parking is at a
premium in the surrounding roads
but misuse of this facility is unfair to
bona fide users. No decisions have
been made which is why I would like
to hear views from local residents
and the users of the green and
Cricket Club.
There are a couple of options,

including a limited maximum stay
and Pay and Display Mon to Fri
daytime. We are open to any
suggestions and look forward to your
response.’

TRG is in the process of consulting
residents who live in the area and will
submit a response to Cllr Harman.
If you do not live in the Triangle area
but use the Cricket Green and its car
park, we suggest you convey your views
on the options suggested by Elmbridge
Borough Council and any other ideas
you have regarding this carpark directly
to Councillor Harman by email at
PHarman@elmbridge.gov.uk.
12
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PLANNING UPDATE
The following information is summarised
from the Weybridge Society’s Planning
Panel’s records and actions taken at our
regular meetings. Developments are listed
in order from the longest running concerns
to the most recent applications to Elmbridge
Borough Council (EBC).
We endeavour to make this update a
true representation of the panel’s opinion
and our actions and plans concerning
local developments. This list is up to date
at the time of writing, but for the latest and
most accurate changes to planning, please
consult EBC or our website at
weybridgesociety.org.uk, where you can
also check the Planning Update in previous
newsletters for more background and history
on individual cases.

A similar facility in Whiteley Village
was refused on Green Belt grounds
and that issue was debated again this
time, but those in favour believed that
‘Exceptional Circumstances’ of building on
Green Belt were met by the provision of a
specialist dementia care facility run by a
not-for-profit organisation.
The Society has previously noted that
there appeared to be a carefully orchestrated
campaign of 50 letters of support, and
concerns about this development remain:
building on the Green Belt on this site
could lead to a ‘slippery slope’ of dense
development on many other sites on Seven
Hills Road. The protection of Green Belt was
held dear by all 48 Councillors, however, with
one warning other developers that the Green
Belt was not available.

2016/1448 - Monument View, Monument
Hill. The Society continues to press Surrey
County Council councillors and officers for
a solution to dangers posed to pedestrians
crossing this junction of the top of Baker
Street and Monument Hill.

2018/3635 - 18 Springfield Lane, four
storey building. The Society objected to this
application for a modern four storey block of
flats due to its impact on the local environment
and town centre parking issues. The previous
application 2018/0905 for a five storey block
was refused on appeal.

2019/3370 – Hillview Nurseries, Seven
Hills Road. The most recent application for
this site for a 64 unit care facility was approved
by EBC’s Planning Committee on 16th June,
with 14 councillors voting for the development,
subject to conditions, and three councillors
abstaining.

Whilst the application for a four
storey block was refused permission by
the Elmbridge Planning Committee, the
developer submitted an appeal, which the
Inspector unfortunately allowed. But the
13
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Society is pleased to note that a further
application for this site 2020/0848 has been
permitted, this time in connection with the
previously consented scheme (2016/2803)
for seven houses and two flats. The revised
application relates to reserved matters –
landscaping and such associated with this
scheme – and in the Society’s view, this earlier
scheme is much preferred, as is in keeping
with the neighbouring Victorian cottages.

appeal should be refused by letter to the
Planning Inspector. The reasons are height,
bulk, massing and in front of the building
line, which are very similar grounds to the
previous schemes.
This site is critical for Weybridge, and the
Society is working hard to ensure that any
development is not detrimental to the street
scene in this characterful and leafy area of
Queens Road, so close to Manby Lodge
Infant School and Weybridge’s cricket green.
The Society’s view is that both schemes
are still too large for the site and will be
overbearing. For a complete history of this
site and its problematic redesign, please see
previous issues of the newsletter.

2018/2252 and 2019/2286 - Clive House,
12-18 Queens Road. Following refusal of
2018/2252 by the Planning Committee for 31
age-restricted apartments, this subsequent
application for 30 apartments seeks to
address the reasons for the original scheme
(2016/4126) having been dismissed
on appeal.

2018/3023 and 2019/0657- Wessex
South Road. The Society supported the
65 local objectors, as well as the Triangle
Residents’ Group (TRG) representing the
area, in objecting to this proposal. The
Society provided a detailed objection to the
three-storey block as being unacceptable
in scale, height and mass, all of which were
intrusive and out of character. The Society
also expressed considerable concerns about
the total inadequacy of parking as none was
provided within the scheme.
The proposal was refused by the Planning
Committee and subsequently taken to appeal.
The Society’s Planning Panel put in a robust
argument to the Planning Inspectorate, but
unfortunately, the Inspector sided with the
developer and allowed the appeal. After
much input by Weybridge Society and others,
this is a very disappointing outcome for this
site which is in a narrow road to the rear of
the Queens Road shops. The developer
also sought to recover costs from Elmbridge
Borough Council, but these were disallowed
by the Inspector. For a complete history of
the problems associated with this site, please
refer to previous issues of the newsletter.

A slightly modified subsequent scheme
2019/2286 was also refused permission
at Planning Officer level. In this amended
scheme, the building had been reduced
slightly in height, is sited slightly further back
from the Queens Road boundary and has
varying architectural features.
The developer Pegasus Life has now
lodged appeals on both schemes and is
seeking to have the two appeals co-joined.
The developer has provided a vast amount of
evidence in support of the appeal (some 750
pages). Members of the Society’s Planning
Panel have evaluated this mass of paperwork
in three interlinked documents and have now
submitted the Society’s reasons why the
14
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2019/0386 - St Catherine’s House,
Beales Lane.
In this case the developer proposes a very
large three-storey block containing 20
maisonettes and eight units of social housing
to replace a modest size care home building
just opposite St Georges Junior School. The
Society awaits the outcome of the planning
appeal.

rooms in the roof space. If permitted, this
application coupled with the granting of
permission for the three properties to the rear
of 41 Oatlands Chase, will have considerable
impact on the very busy Oatlands Chase/
Oatlands Avenue junction at Cleves School.
The Society’s concerns are as stated in the
previous applications, also highlighting the
impact on traffic movement in the area.

2019/0625 and 2019/2492 - 10 Woodland
Grove.
This second more reasonable proposal for
two detached two-storey houses with rooms
in the roof space was granted permission
in February, following refusal of the earlier
application which was for three detached twostorey houses with rooms in the roof space.

2019/2014 - British Volunteer Pub. This has
now opened as the Waverley Inn following
significant refurbishments and alterations
to frontage.
2019/1575 - St Marys Road – Working
Men’s Club. The Council’s decision on this
development is still awaited. The application
is for a new three bedroom detached
property with garage located to the rear of
the Working Men’s Club. The Society has not
objected, although 12 residents have raised
their objections.

2019/1576 and 2019/2670 – Land to rear of
41 Oatlands Chase.
The Society objected to both applications for
a terrace of three houses in the rear garden
of 41 Oatlands Chase with separate access
off Oatlands Close. The Society was hoping
to prevent a slippery slope of destruction and
development out of character in this area,
but Elmbridge’s planning subcommittee
unfortunately decided to permit the
second application.

2019/1781 - Petrol Station Brooklands
Rd. Two sets of amendments have been
made to the original proposal for building
on this site, but no effort has been made to
address the concerns of either local residents
or the Society. The Society’s objections have
been reiterated at each stage, as this is a
significant enlargement of an existing site
and 60 objections have come from the public
on issues such as bright lighting, density and
proximity to nearby houses. The officer’s
report recommends that the application be

2020/0461 – 41 Oatlands Chase. This new
application is to demolish the single detached
house at 41 Oatlands Chase and replace it
with two detached properties, one three
bedroom and one five bedroom each with
15
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permitted as ‘the proposal is considered to be
in accordance with the development plan.’ It
appears that this application has now been
referred to the planning sub-committee for a
decision, although this is not reflected on the
Elmbridge database.

another application or an appeal.
2019/2785 Land to the rear of 4A
Castleview Road. The Society objected to
this retrospective application for a bungalow
to the rear of the existing maisonettes
because the bungalow had been built larger
than permitted and closer to the neighbour
in Park Lawn Road. The application was
refused by Committee but unfortunately
permitted on appeal.

2019/2722 and 2020/0224 - Silvermere –
Crematorium. The Society supported the
views of more than 70 objectors in objecting to
the original consultation from Surrey County
Council (SCC). A considerable expansion
to the existing business is being sought by
its owners. In a satisfactory conclusion, the
development was refused, and the officer’s
report, refusing the application, actually
summarised the objection of the Society’s
planning panel as follows: ‘The proposal would
have a greater impact on the openness of the
Green Belt than the existing development.
This would be contrary to the Framework
where it states an essential characteristic of
Green Belts are their openness.’ Elmbridge
also refused the further consultation from
SCC (2020/0224) on the same grounds.

2020/0391 Land to the east of 4A
Castleview Road. This Application relates to
landscaping for the previously consented
schemes (2008/1506 & 2010/1167) for
construction of four flats with rooms in the roof
space adjoining 4A Castleview Road. There
is no parking provision for these flats and
already the residents of Castleview Road, a
narrow road with very restricted parking,
report an increase in parking stress following
construction of the new flats at the top of
Monument Hill which also do not have parking
provision. The original consent dates back 12
years when perhaps parking was not such an
issue. The Society is not very satisfied with
the way in which this application has been
dealt with, nor with the final outcome.

2019/1868 - 34 Marlborough Drive. This
application sought to add a single house at
the rear of the applicant’s garden on land
that is part of common land and used by all
neighbouring residents. This application also
envisioned access to be provided by a private
road owned by another group of houses.
The Society’s Planning Panel and many
neighbouring residents in Marlborough Drive,
as well as residents of Lakeside Grange,
raised substantial objections. Fortunately, the
application was refused although the Society
anticipates that a new application or appeal
will be submitted. The Society is concerned
with some of the detail of how this application
was treated by Elmbridge Borough Council’s
planning department and is seeking to
discuss this with Elmbridge in advance of

2020/0265 Cafe Rouge, 85 Queens Road.
This application is for a ‘partial change of use’
from a restaurant into a bar/restaurant on the
ground floor with four one bedroom flats on
16
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2020/0691 - 8 to 14 Oatlands Drive. This
application is significant for Weybridge as it
envisions the construction of three blocks
containing 51 flats following demolition of four
bungalows close to the very busy Walton
Bridge/Oatlands Drive junction. A new access
road would be provided adjacent to 16
Oatlands Drive. The Society is awaiting an
evaluation
before
possibly
lodging
an objection.

the first and second floors and a single storey
extension to provide a further one bedroom
flat to the rear with access to this extension
via South Road. There is no provision for car
parking for residents of the flats on this busy
thoroughfare in and out of Weybridge, which
is also a commercial space with a parade
of shops and limited parking. The Society’s
letter of objection in support of the many local
residents and the Triangle Residents’ Group
(TRG) was submitted 3rd April 2020.
2019/2892 – 15 Monument Hill (Morrisons).
This application is for an extension to permitted
delivery times which received 37 letters of
objection from the public. The Society sent
out an email which was inconclusive in terms
of feedback from residents. Following debate,
the Society decided to take no action as there
are no real planning grounds for objection.
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WELCOME TO OUR FEATURES SECTION
FOCUS ON OATLANDS
TRADING IN OATLANDS VILLAGE:
SECRETS TO SUCCESS
Tucked between Weybridge and Waltonon-Thames, Oatlands has long enjoyed an
illustrious history of its own. The area was
once widely known as King Henry VII’s
hunting grounds, including a magnificent
Oatlands Palace that housed several of
his wives.
Today, this area belongs to Weybridge
and resides in the KT13 postcode. Oatlands
village, situated along Oatlands Drive near
St Mary’s Road, is characterised by a small
parade of local shops, pubs and cafes,
as well as a vast green outdoor space
belonging to Oatlands Recreation Grounds
and Oatlands Park Hotel nearby above
Broadwater Lake.
While many local businesses have
been established for decades and are
still landmarks of the community, recently
new businesses have also sprouted in the
village, showcasing Oatlands’ ability to
adapt and grow.
Talking to local business owners
before and during lockdown, WeySoc
discussed the secrets to staying power for
businesses in this area, as well as their
biggest concerns about continuing to thrive
in difficult high-street times. Of course,
once COVID hit, everything changed in
terms of operations, but the pandemic also
surprisingly turned local residents into more
loyal local consumers, and businesses
have found ways to thrive even in these
difficult times.

Pollingtons
Stalwart of the area, newsagent and
convenience store Pollingtons was
opened by the Pollington family in 1968
and has since been a pillar of Oatlands
Village. In 2013, it even won the award for
Independent News Agent of the Year at the
Retail Industry Awards, proving its national
worth as a business to emulate!
Ed Fox, partner of Pollingtons since
2004 and owner since 2018, says Oatlands
has indeed changed much over the years
but retained its community spirit and
village feel, with the key to his business
success residing in its ability to adapt to
new demands.
‘Over the years, Pollingtons has had to
make changes from being predominantly a
newsagent to diversifying and focusing on
building the convenience store, adding new
ranges for customers,’ says Fox. ‘The store
still delivers papers to a thousand homes in
the Walton and Weybridge area, so in fact
we are very proud to be one of the biggest
news delivery shops in the country!’
18
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Perhaps it’s the staying power of a
business that knows how to change that
kept Pollingtons chugging along even
during crisis. Once the pandemic hit, the
shop saw a decrease in hours but is now
back to a normal working day with new
social distancing measures in place. Only
one person or household is allowed in the
small shop at a time, with a large Perspex
shield separating customers and the staff.
The floor has also been marked to keep the
customers and staff at a suitable distance
from one another at all times. Pollingtons’
staff are provided with gloves and masks
with the additional option of a visor.

open as an essential business, carrying on
supplying meat, eggs and some other fresh
provisions. In fact, there was a rush of local
buyers, with people happily queuing to the
end of the street, which was an unexpected
boon in otherwise uncertain times. So
was fresh demand for home deliveries on
orders, which the business made available
to help the housebound.
‘The first couple of weeks were quite
chaotic as we saw quite a large increase
in footfall in a very short period of time in
the village,’ says Russell. ‘We had lots
of people wanting to support their local
businesses, which was good but extremely
difficult to plan for!’
That influx carried on, though on a
smaller scale, and Russell now hopes that
the shop has gained a good proportion of
new regular and loyal customers based
on the quality of his produce and the
personal service.
‘We started deliveries for people who
had to be shielded and those having to selfisolate,’ Russell notes. ‘This proved to be a
very popular service, and we are still doing
lots of deliveries now and will carry on as
long as people want to use the service.’

Maurice Jones & Son Butcher
Another landmark of Oatlands Village, local
butcher’s shop Maurice Jones and Son,
just across the street from Pollingtons, has
been in operation since 1985.

In March 2020, just as the pandemic
hit, the business was celebrating its 35th
anniversary. Russell Jones, manager,
reports that they celebrated on Saturday
15th March by inviting all regular customers
to join in a free lunch of freshly cooked
hotdogs and drinks.
‘We had a great day and really enjoyed
treating our extremely loyal customers to
thank them,’ says Russell.
A few days later, lockdown hit, but the
business was fortunate enough to stay

Even before the pandemic, though,
the business was doing well in shop sales,
as it prides itself on providing high-quality,
naturally reared and naturally fed and
hormone-free meats, as well as specialty
19
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products. The shop also undertakes high
volumes of seasonal orders for meat and
game and was doing a brisk daily lunch
service of baps and roasted meats before
the virus hit.
Unfortunately, lunchtime specials were
the one bit of business that had to go,
Russell notes, as it was impossible to carry
on serving in volume and adhere to new
social distancing measures, which allow for
only one customer in the shop at a time.
Run by Russell since he left school and
took over full time from his father in 2012,
the business enjoys being part of the local
community and frequently donates to local
charities and helps schools with seasonal
events. Russell recalls his father had been
searching for a site for a butcher’s shop
for some time when he came across the
Oatlands Village.
‘It was a thriving village with a really
nice community feel, so he decided this
was the ideal place to set up his own
butchery business,’ he says. ‘Over the
years we’ve built up an extremely loyal
customer base most of whom we’re on first
name terms with. This is very important for
a small business like ours as it makes our
customers feel they are treated more on a
personal level.’

Opening in 2017, Power’s proved that
Oatlands continues to attract new
businesses, as newcomers have found
value in the tight-knit community.
Even before the pandemic, Power’s
had made its mark as a rustic and stylish
café with a relaxed atmosphere and great
homecooked natural foods. In its adjoining
gift shop, the business also sells home
goods, select clothing and accessories
and delicatessen-type edibles and wine.
Outside usual cafe hours Power’s also was
running a ‘Supper Club’ one Friday evening
every month, featuring a special menu and
imported wines. It was also offering its own
morning yoga classes on site, converting a
back room to a studio.
Paul Power, the business’ owner, says
he really loves Weybridge and looks
forward to being part of the broader
community for a long time to come. One of
the main reasons he says he chose
Oatlands to set up Power’s was because
there was a real feeling of community.

Powers – Restaurant, Café and Shop,
Now Takeaway

‘Although Oatlands is not a typical high
street it had the feel of a village with the
local newsagents, butchers and pub,’ says
Paul. ‘Playing a part in the community is
very important to us, and when possible
we shop and buy from other small local
businesses. Plus, when you have a butcher
like Maurice Jones right opposite, who have
been a part of Oatlands for so long, it would
20
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be silly not to support each other!’
Once Covid hit, Paul was forced to close
but now is open again on a takeaway basis.
Among the goods sold are avocadoes
from the crate, seasonal asparagus and
other produce, as well as wines and drinks
and coffees. But most especially – the
incredible daily home-baked pastries, like
the Portuguese custard tart natas, are a
real draw for customers.
Paul says it’s been a worrying time but
also a time to reflect on the business and
adapt to get through the rest of the
year. Having closed for approximately six
weeks, ‘as we thought it was the responsible
thing to do to protect our team and
customers,’ Paul notes, now he is
contemplating opening a fruit and vegetable
section and expanding alcohol sales.

moved cautiously and only served limited
takeaway as it’s currently doing.
The takeaway café/shop part of Powers
is busy at the moment, however, and Paul
is looking for ways through the crisis with a
positive attitude.
‘Since reopening we have been amazed
by the support of the Oatlands Village
community, and we are looking forward to
getting back to normal as soon as possible,’
he says.
Hansa’s Thai Kitchen

Once a bustling tiny restaurant where
bookings at weekends were essential,
the pandemic shuttered Hansa’s doors in
March along with everyone else in the initial
lockdown. However, takeaway services
resumed on the 22nd May after a seven
week closure. Hansa’s also use delivery
services Deliveroo and will soon expand to
Uber Eats.
Next door but one to the butchers,
Hansa’s Thai Kitchen has been another
‘recent’ addition to Oatlands Village, and
since opening in 2011, it too has seen its
services in high demand. With an excellent
kitchen knocking out authentic Thai
cuisine (Hansa herself has over 30 years
of experience as a chef, having cooked
for high-ranking Thai embassy officials),
the restaurant was nearly packed full
every night.

In the near term, like for all businesses,
the issue is uncertainty. A business
like Powers which has six employees
on furlough needs to think hard before
calling them back. Even if the government
allows outdoor cafes to re-open, albeit
with restrictions, a small restaurant has
to calculate whether it will pay off to have
all employees return to work even for a
reduced menu if there’s a greatly reduced
volume of customers. Add to that the
uncertainty of weather: should it rain for two
weeks, the entire effort could be spoiled,
with a café losing money faster than had it
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Arne Granzelius, co-owner of the
restaurant with Hansa, said he had been
looking for a Weybridge site for his business
for years when he landed upon Oatlands.
‘We found that Oatlands Village is a
community where a business can flourish
through word of mouth,’ Arne says.
Arne wants to thank his loyal customers
during the lockdown, noting that ‘some
customers have been checking every week
to see if we were open. We are seeing a

lot of our regular customers, THANK YOU
SO MUCH!’ he says, adding, ‘hopefully,
some new customers will come through the
delivery platforms.’
He admits that business has been a bit
of a struggle, but it seems to be picking up.
‘Of course, it is still early days,’ he says.
‘We are staying positive and hope we can
get back to normal as soon as possible.’
Interviews and text by Becky Roper

BEFORE AND AFTER COVID
Prior to the pandemic, which did bring
along more business than ever for most
of the Oatlands shops, WeySoc had
asked if shopkeepers had any wishes
for the area, and they all had agreed:
more parking!
‘Although there is a car park, some
local roads are restricted, and the car
park becomes full very quickly,’ Arne
said. ‘We’ve noticed a drop of business
during our lunch hours and a few
customer complaints about the lack
of parking,’
‘Parking facilities in the village
have become strained of late due to
controlled parking zones implemented
in residential roads,’ agreed Russell. ‘As
a business owner this is something I’d
say the local authorities need to address
promptly if they wish the village to carry
on thriving as it has over many years.’
‘The biggest challenge that we
currently face alongside our fellow
Oatlands Village traders is definitely
the issue of parking in the area,’ said
Ed. ‘We have all had feedback from
our customers that they struggle to
find a space and hence can't always
visit the shops for what they need. This

really hurts our business and those
customers who want to support their
local independent shops.’
How has it been since people
started walking and cycling more? By
all accounts a marked change, but no
one knows if it can or will be sustained,
so views are mixed on how we might
emerge from the crisis and what parking
needs will be.
Paul: ‘The parking is fine now, as
we have lots of really local customers.
I believe there are a lots of visitors
coming on foot. I think that on the other
side of all this, people may stay closer
to home for their shopping, so it could
benefit us all.’
Arne: ‘There are definitely more
empty parking spaces in our local car
park, Oatlands Village, but how this
reflects on the business is too early
to tell. However, I do believe that
more available parking is good for all
businesses in the village.’
Ed: ‘Parking has not been an issue
lately due to most customers coming on
foot or bicycles. The council have lifted
parking charges so when customers do
drive, they don't need to pay.’
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OATLANDS VILLAGE
TEN TIPS FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS
• Don’t rest on your laurels.
• Provide high levels of customer service.
• Know your customer base.
• Adapt to changes.
• Be aware of new trends.
• Surround yourself with like-minded people who share your vision.
• Accept the rollercoaster, there will be highs and lows.
• Stick to your guns, believe in your idea.
• Location, location! Choose your business site carefully.
• Be fearless, but don’t forget to be kind!
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MAKING A HUGE DIFFERENCE
AT ST MARY’S OATLANDS

When we first meet with the Reverend Folli
Olokose, it is still TBC – Time Before Covid.
We greet inside St Mary’s Church, under its
gloriously illuminated stained glass windows,
sun pouring through the coloured panes.
Unfortunately, like other
Weybridge churches, these
windows have witnessed
vandalism this year, and
now St Mary’s parish is
collecting money for repairs.
‘These windows tell the
story of our church,’ Revd
Folli says with obvious
pride in the building’s
beauty and function. ‘It
was built as a place of
worship and congregation
for the community. The
parish was carved out of
St Mary’s Walton to serve a
purpose – for the residents
of Oatlands.’
Constructed
in
the
1860s, St Mary’s Oatlands
catered to the convalescent
at a nearby home but also to
area residents. The parish
quickly benefited from a
local rise in population and
the building of schools, so
that from the 1880s the church was firmly
focused on families and children.
Revd Folli points to one of the window’s
inscriptions. ‘Let the children come,’ he
notes. This connection with young people
since the church’s earliest days is one of the
reasons the parish still views Oatlands Infant
School and Cleves as ‘our schools,’ as he
puts it.

Another reason is its active ministry.
Since inception, St Mary’s Oatlands has
led the way not only in providing religious
services to the neighbourhood but also in
outreach to local families through giving and
building a community. From
1878 and for many years
the church held an annual
Children’s Flower Service
and
Harvest
Festival
Service, and in the 1880s
it boasted clothing clubs, a
penny bank, loan blanket
service and ‘provident
dispensary,’ among other
initiatives which sprung
up to assist the local
working classes.
It doesn’t sound wildly
far from the many kinds of
activities aimed at young
people now – a SMART
toddler
playgroup
on
Tuesday mornings (now
running for more than a
decade) Sunday Juniors
on Sunday morning, Family
Praise (a family friendly
service on third Sundays at
4 pm with tea afterwards)
and Friday Fusion, a newer
youth group aimed at year 7s, which counts
20 attendees who come for a few hours on
early Friday evenings to chat, grab a pizza
and do quizzes. Or as Revd. Folli puts it, a
time of ‘food, fellowship and fun.’
The church also runs many contact
groups for adults, from young parents to
the middle-aged to the elderly, like Knit Wit,
Meeting Point, and a young dad’s group
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which is in the works, with plans to meet at
a local pub. The role of the church and its
priest, Revd. Folli emphasises, is to be more
on the outside than inside, ‘not spending all
your days in the temple.’
Nowadays, society continues to throw
out problems that local churches can help
address. This remains the case even in
wealthier areas, where Revd Folli says
there’s now often the issue of ‘people living
behind closed doors.’ On the outside things
can seem fine, he explains, but then there are
hidden cases of loneliness or even domestic
abuse, with some non-violent cases hard
to even classify as abuse although clearly
suffering exists.
Perhaps for that reason, Revd Folli
sees his vicar’s role as a formal preacher
and pastor thoroughly intertwined with that
of minister and administrator of community
pastoral care.
‘I love seeing people through the big
moments of their lives, going through the
process with them and getting to know
families,’ he enthuses. ‘I love weddings,
baptisms, and I cry at funerals. I love working
with schools. I enjoy the interesting and
diverse conversations, especially with
children and young people. They are
pointed, often insightful and incisive, which
helps in finding the right words in explaining
often
complex
theological
and
human issues.’

Living in Oatlands for three years now,
with his daughter attending Weybridge’s
secondary school Heathside, Revd Folli
says he feels more and more at home here
and certainly part of the community, as
most people are open and accepting. But
of course, he is black African, with a strong
accent that marks him out in a largely white
neighbourhood. Dare we talk about racism?
Revd Folli is wary but also in some ways
non-plussed. He is adept at working through
any obstacle, like the difficulty of being
understood at first, which he addressed by
pointing out to one listener that this was a
shared problem that goes both ways. And
having worked in wealthy, predominantly
white areas like Cobham before coming to
Weybridge, he arrived ‘with his eyes open.’
Rev. Folli will not speak a single negative
word but doesn’t shy away from addressing
reality either. ‘There are lovely people here,
as everywhere, but there is no perfect
church,’ he says. ‘The role for me is to bring
the world together. We’re all humans – none
is perfect, no country is perfect.’
But what about any negative
experiences, don’t they jade him? The vicar
seems caught between wistful and playful.
‘When I don’t have my dog collar on, I have
had security agents at local supermarkets
following me,’ he admits chuckling, then
turns serious. ‘But the press plays into
stereotypes and unconscious biases. We
all live in a society with biases. We need to
own them and deal with them. Acknowledge
that we are different, but don’t play the
difference card.’
Besides which, racism isn’t even
his biggest issue. ‘Everyone is rushing
about, and people who live in well-off
areas unknowingly can fall into a sense
of entitlement. They think ‘we’ve paid for
something – we should get it.’
Of course, all that rushing about is before
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we end up in lockdown. But still the pace of
life in this rich area of the UK is a far cry from
Revd Folli’s own experience growing up in
Africa, where the reality was and remains far
from entitled or predictable.
Revd Folli stresses that his own
background was fortunate, however,
as he came from a relatively well-to-do
Methodist family and attended Roman
Catholic schools. Born in Ibadan, Oyo State
in western Nigeria, early on he enjoyed
Catholic education and reports he felt the
‘call to serve’ as early as primary school. ‘I
was always the winner of the Bible quiz,’ he
laughs, ‘always chosen as the priest in the
school play.’
His mother switched him to Baptist
schools when Catholic teachers approached
him about ordination and a life in the
priesthood, which Revd Folli now thinks
probably scared her, as she would have
been afraid of ‘losing‘ her son and any
possible family life he might have.
At the Polytechnic Ibadan, where he
completed studies in Urban and Regional
Planning with specialty in Environmental
Planning and Impact Analysis, Revd Folli
was a member of the Christian Union, and
then went on to National Service in the north
of Nigeria where he worked as a maths
teacher. Afterwards, back in the south again,
he worked for a local planning authority –
‘so I’m familiar with your issues,’ he smiles
at the connection with Weybridge Society –
then became a Volunteer Area Coordinator
for Youth Activities for the YMCA, whilst still
working as a town planner.
For his masters’ degree, Revd Folli
wanted to follow up on his first degree and
ended up in Lyon, France and the Universite
Lyon 2, where he broadened his subject of
study to ecological relations between North/
South and the global environmental divide.
In Lyon, he met his French wife Patricia,

worked for the huge supermarket chain
Auchan, and finally got back to researching
and following his passion – faith and religion.
In Lyon, Folli turned towards the Anglican
Church, as it was the first English-speaking
church he could find on arrival. His vocation
grew, but the process for Anglican priesthood
required repeated trips to London, so
eventually the Olokoses moved to the UK.
In 2011, Folli was sponsored for
training and embarked on a two-year fulltime program at Trinity College in Bristol.
Completing his training, he began his curacy
at St Andrews Cobham in 2013 and moved
to Oatlands parish in 2017.
Like any job, being a minister has its
challenges and running a church is like
running any organisation. ‘Shepherding the
sheep can be quite difficult,’ the vicar says
with a laugh. ‘The work of a priest is halfway
done when you manage people.’ But of
course, he adds, as a church and a ministry,
‘all these challenges make you grow. It’s
about creating the right atmosphere –
forgiveness, love and acceptance.’

His first priority when he arrived at
St Mary’s Oatlands was to revive the
community, injecting it with new vigour
and focus. Typically, like churches across
England, regular attendance was declining,
especially among the younger set, so it
was getting people back into a community
based around ‘love thy neighbour’ that took
precedence and remains his mission.
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Revd Folli maintains he’s incredibly
lucky, as Oatlands is a wonderful place
to be, and essentially, he sees himself as
‘being paid to love people.’
As the conversation rounds once again
back to his work in the community, the vicar’s
irrepressible good mood and cheer make
one want to return to hear one of his sermons
– or at least turn to him as a therapist! He
confides with a smile: ‘The best part of my
job is seeing people happy.’

Family Praise, and other related videos
and music.
One recent sermon, The Great Upgrade,
gives a taste of the appealing way in which
Revd Folli successfully mixes daily life with
the spiritual quest:
‘In my last message, I asked everyone
that joins our Sunday morning Virtual
Service on Zoom to upgrade their Apps
and I am glad some of you have done this.
Nonetheless, some were unable to, as they
did not understand what the message meant.
Someone wrote asking, what is an upgrade?
For some of us, this question seems evident
as we know what it means! But it got me
thinking, what really is an upgrade? What
do we mean when we use this word? What
does it aim to achieve?’
He then goes on to a video sermon
that includes his best upgrade experience
(no spoilers, but it’s about a flight) and
how it relates to Pentecost. (To hear
this literally uplifting and entertaining
account, join in around the 4th minute
of the 10 minute sermon, at 3:53 at
youtube.com/watch?v=bgxhUHgSBcA)
Revd. Folli admits that initially it was a
challenge to adjust to lockdown, Holy Week
in April especially, as the Stations of the
Cross went virtual for the first time. But at
the same time more people attended those
services than would have during the week
‘so it was more successful, and now we
have evening prayer every night at 6 pm –
more people participating than ever before.’
Like all communities that have moved
online, the parish is still looking forward to
re-opening for live gatherings. For the time
being, Revd Folli has kept his ‘open-church’
practice of maintaining doors unlocked to the
public so that the church can be accessible
to people who wish to wander in for a place
to think, meditate, pray and seek solace.
Are people now feeling less entitled and

Then and Now,
During ToL (Time of Lockdown)
In late May, catching up again with Revd.
Folli, this time by phone, he is still cheerful
despite having temporarily ‘lost’ contact
with some his flock due to the vagaries of
lockdown. Like many other parishes, his
church has been ministering online, and
surprisingly, this has created a surge of new
interest, as people find it easier to join in
services online than in person.
Friday Fusion continues to meet weekly
on Zoom, while he dutifully sends out a
weekly upbeat note, a mini sermon via
emails titled ‘Courage,’ ‘Love’ and ‘Light at
the End of the Tunnel’ that also include links
to live Sunday sermons on Zoom, Virtual
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more appreciative? Polite as ever, Revd Folli
says ‘more are in tune with our community’
these days, partially because people have
more time available to them, but also
because perceptions have shifted.
‘I’m receiving lots of emails from people
asking what they can do to help,’ he adds,
‘and they’re asking about their neighbours,
that’s really encouraging. They are busy
despite lockdown but are more grounded in
community life.’
Revd Folli notes that people are
also grateful and showing that gratitude.
‘Every week we send a newsletter and
get appreciative replies saying that we are
sending hope and good news among all
the bad news. People find it helpful to get
away from politics, and the right and wrong
of policies of dealing with Covid, and to focus
on themselves, their friends and families
and neighbours.’
The church also now finds itself not only
spreading the message but doing active good
to alleviate the loneliness and deprivations of
lockdown. An appeal to the congregation on
behalf of the local food bank in Walton has
seen a surge of donations, as parishioners
have used the church’s open door policy
to leave goods. St Marys Oatlands has

also been supporting the Sunrise Living
assisted living home on Queens Road which
specialises in dementia care: writing to care
home residents, providing them with quizzes
and puzzles and generally sending news
from the outside world.
‘Good news,’ Revd Folli emphasizes,
‘not negative news, we let them know that
people do care about them.’
If it seems like coming-full-circle from
the church’s earliest days and its affiliation
with the convalescent, looking to a future
after lockdown Revd Folli finds himself
hoping that people will return in person
too, even if undoubtedly, much ministry will
continue online.
More importantly, he hopes people
continue with what they’ve learned about
themselves, their faith and environment –
‘that it doesn’t go out the window.’
‘How will we care for each other?’ he
asks. ‘We’ll need to find a new balance in
the new normal.’
For more information about the history of St
Mary’s Oatlands, consult Andrew Sturgis’
St Mary’s Oatlands, History of a Hundred
Years, a pamphlet available at the church)
Interview and text by Lesia Scholey
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OUR LOCAL FOODBANKS CAN USE YOUR HELP!
During this time of need, our local foodbanks can use your assistance more than ever!
The Society always encourages community activism and generosity, so if you feel you
can contribute to those in need in our neighbourhoods, please do!
Weybridge Foodbank is run by Runnymede Council and can be contacted on 01932
838 383. Normally located at St James’ Church, the Weybridge Foodbank is temporarily
shut due to the pandemic, but collections continue elsewhere. Waitrose on the High Street
has a donation point for long life foodstuffs inside its store, and those wishing to make a
financial donation to cover essential items such as nappies and sanitary products which
are not normally donated, can do so via Weybridge donations
In addition, Elmbridge Councillor for Weybridge Charu Sood and Hilary Butler,
Councillor for Oatlands and Burwood Park, have been coordinating collections for area
foodbanks on behalf of Runnymede since St James’ shut. Each weekend since the start
of May, the councillors have organised Weybridge residents, who have been volunteering
to act as collection points, and food has been distributed around all needy local areas,
including Runnymede, Hersham and East Elmbridge.
Generosity so far has been incredible for the food drive efforts run by the councillors,
with more than 150 crates of food and household products collected, including a donation
of oral hygiene items from GlaxoSmithKline. There have also been sizeable donations to
the Weybridge Covid-19 online appeal: http://tiny.cc/zokyoz. Anyone interested in helping
can contact the foodbanks at their regular phone numbers and via their websites.
Walton and Hersham Foodbank remains open and is located near Walton Post Office.
This local foodbank was founded by area churches and community groups working
together and is part of a nationwide network of foodbanks supported by The Trussell
Trust, which works to combat poverty and hunger across the UK.
For more information about Walton and Hersham food bank, see:

waltonhersham.foodbank.org.uk

To donate funds or volunteer, go to: waltonhersham.foodbank.org.uk/give-help
You can also reach the foodbank at 0203 328 0243 / 07884 046665 or via email at
info@waltonhersham.foodbank.org.uk.
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OATLANDS ALLOTMENTS:
PLOTTING FOR THE FUTURE
For more than a century, the Oatlands
War Memorial Allotments have been a
breath of fresh air for the community and
a place of vibrant harvest for its avid
gardeners. These days the global COVID
pandemic and lockdown have lent even
more importance to this local recreational
space. Plots are enormously valued as an
outlet for outdoor activity and mental wellbeing, and users are benefiting from
being able to grow food close to home.

added benefits of outdoor versus indoor
activity and exercise, or the benefit that
vitamin D intake has in supporting a
healthy immune system.
Finding a connection to nature has
certainly proved vital to coping with
lockdown restrictions, as many online
postings of photos of local nature walks
attest. Here the allotments have certainly
come into their own – providing an outlet
away from home but also conveniently
close, and full of activities to people
keep busy.
‘Ever since lockdown, it’s been a
lifesaver – gets me out of the flat,’ says
John Smith, who lives very close by and
first started on his quarter-sized plot three
years ago, expanding to the one next to it
in subsequent years. His superbly tended
area is a testament to the daily care he
puts in and shows just how much effort is
devoted by plot holders.

‘Once I am there, I don’t want to be
anywhere else,’ admits Elizabeth Judd,
Trustee for the Oatlands War Memorial
Charity and a plot-holder of six years.
‘Everything about it is beneficial to health
and a feeling of well-being.’
Felicity Hardman, a plot holder for 11
years, agrees. ‘It remains my ’safe space’
with something to concentrate on, birds
singing, weeds growing, watering to be
done. Keeps the sanity.’
For those already attuned to the world
of allotments, it’s never been a secret that
spending time outdoors (and escaping
the house for a few hours) has a multitude
of benefits for physical and mental health.
Recently though it’s become popular
to identify nature as a form of therapy,
whether that’s studies highlighting the

In many ways day-to-day activities at
the Oatlands allotments is unchanged by
the pandemic, but it has ushered in some
new rules. Social distancing measures
have been put into place, and those who
are ‘shielding’ (the immune compromised
or vulnerable people advised to stay at
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home for at least 12 weeks) are unable
to tend their plots. The usual friendly
conversations take place at several
meters distance, and plot holders are
careful to sanitise points of contact such
as the entrance gate.
On the food front, lockdown has also
focused mindsets in many ways: how we
shop, what we eat, how much time is
available for growing and preparing fresh
produce. Provision of meals has become
a renewed concern or focus or highlight
of daily life for many, especially for
previously busy families. For those who
tend allotments – mostly retirees but also
some parents and children – the growyour-own provide-your-own aspect can
combine psychological and practical/
economic needs. Just when you might be
running out of something, you can avoid
queues and indoor shopping and enjoy
the satisfaction of bringing home
something fresh you raised yourself and
get creative in cooking.

even the most skilled plot holders, as
experienced during most years at the
Oatlands Allotments.
‘One year, the frost after so many
weeks of warm weather caught lots of
us out with runner beans, tomatoes and
courgettes – they were fit only for the
compost heap,’ notes Felicity. ‘But every
year is different. The weather might
stop carrots germinating, send spinach
to seed, desiccate the beans or rot the
grapes. We keep going.’
Despite the effort required, the risks of
failure and the restrictive size of plots that
ultimately limits production, allotments
might still provide a potential blueprint for
the future of our food. The pandemic has
certainly exposed the vulnerabilities of a
globalised supply chain and highlighted
the importance of having some local
sources for grown produce so as to be
less dependent on imports from far away.
Another impact has been a realisation
on how sudden restrictions impact on crop
cultivation, which depends on seasonal
workers being able to travel to farms in
time for harvesting. A more localised
worker supply chain could potentially
provide a more eco-friendly and
sustainable way to feed the community –
if local farming once again becomes more
popular and widespread and part of our
way of life.
Although the scope of allotments to
meet our food needs is certainly limited,
they could have an even more positive
effect and role to play if more people
find that they can work from home, and
therefore time and energy usually spent
commuting could be channelled into
some local agricultural pursuits. Certainly,
the allotment holders at Oatlands won’t
be giving up, so if you’ll be lucky to grab a
spot if you want to join in!

Or course, growing your own veg is
no easy task at the best of times, and the
pandemic hit during what’s known as the
‘Hungry Gap’ in agricultural circles: the
period in spring when there’s little fresh
produce yield from gardens. Additionally
frosts and pests pose challenges to
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WEYBRIDGE IN BLOOM UPDATE
Due to COVID-19 Weybridge in Bloom has
temporarily suspended group activities like
public plantings, but the group is alive and
well and encourages all residents and
WiB members to keep Weybridge tidy
and beautiful!
WiB is happy to offer advice on litter
picks and has high-vis-jackets and bags
for collection, so get in touch if you are
interested in keeping up the good works.
Visit their page at allaboutweybridge.co.uk/
weybridge-in-bloom
WiB continues work on its projects and is
looking for sponsors to help maintain new
planters to be installed on Heath Road under
the Brooklands Accessibility project. If you
can help WiB to find anyone keen on
sponsorship with WiB, please email
enquiry@weybridgeinbloom.org.uk

Awards:
1st Gabriela van Kampen de Albuquerque
Maranhao, Cleves School, year 6
2nd Lia Paterson, of St George’s Junior
School, year 5
3rd Tobias Frost-Pedersen, Cleves School,
year 3

sunflower seeds distributed to attendees
and everyone encouraged to participate
and spread the news around their
communities. Entries are now open,
and this competition is still taking place
-- closing date for the entries is 15th
September 2020, and it’s not too late, so
get planting!
The group’s last live activity on the 14th
March was ‘the Big Dig’ to prepare the
wildflower bed at Churchfield Recreation
Ground. The event was well attended by
young families, who enjoyed prepping the
wild flower bed and sowing seeds for a
brighter future for our community!

Before lockdown, WiB held its AGM on 7
th March at Weybridge library hall, an event
that was well attended by members and local
residents. Winners of the local flower bed
competition – “new decade, new beginning”
– were announced, and Elmbridge Mayor
Mary Sheldon presented prizes, and the
winning design has now been planted at
Churchfield Recreation Ground.
At the AGM, the Sunflower Competition
for under 10s also got underway, with
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MEN’S SHED – BUILDING CONNECTIONS IN A
COMMUNITY SPACE

A new initiative, Men’s Shed, was set to
open on the Churchfields Allotments in May
2020, but it has been put on hold due to the
pandemic lockdown.
Already more than 20 participants had
added their names to the list for Men’s Shed
of Weybridge in the run-up to the launch,
indicating it would be a popular initiative for
the spring.
Unfortunately, beyond restrictions of
social distancing, fundraising for the project
has also been affected by the economic
fallout of lockdown. All Men’s Sheds across
the UK have stopped operating for the
time being.
This global project, initially set up in
Australia in 1998, boasts Sheds across
New Zealand, Canada and Scandinavia,
with 518 Men’s Sheds in the UK and
another 134 in development, as of figures
complied in early spring.
The project focuses on creating a new
space (a purpose-built shed) where men
can come together to learn, practice and
teach a variety of skills. Sheds act not
only as a new meeting point, facilitating
friendships, but also a place of shared
purpose, increasing a sense of belonging
to the wider community.
Potential ‘Shedders’ (as they’re
known) include anyone who wants to find

connection with others in the community
and has the desire to learn or teach a
practical skill. Women aren’t excluded, so
many Sheds find that females equally make
up their numbers.
Activities at Men’s Shed usually include
building small items on commission,
repairing broken furniture, repairing
community
facilities
and
providing
manpower to local projects. Each Shed
oversees its own activities, so any one
Shed can vary greatly from another.
Environmental sustainability is always
a key consideration for a Men’s Shed,
and the Weybridge building will be made
of sustainable timber, providing additional
water for the allotment as well as a
composting toilet.
While one shed can’t be the answer
to all mental health issues, or the only
place where one can find some space
and camaraderie, Men’s Shed is a small
(or big, depending on how they build it!)
effort to create a positive environment in
the community. Weybridge can always
accommodate another fun club, especially
one that promises to use our green spaces,
so we’re excited to hear when it will be back
up and running!
To get in touch with Men’s Shed,
contact: weybridgemensshed@gmail.com
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ST PETER’S GETS HELP: WEYBRIDGE
ENTREPRENEURS SET UP NON-PROFIT
With the pandemic putting a strain on the
NHS and its frontline workers struggling to
get personal protective equipment (PPE),
local business owners Anita and Kristian
Karppi saw an opportunity to help.

funded by Help Your NHS, which has so far
helped deliver 100 sets of scrubs. Farrow
is now making masks to sell to the public,
the proceeds of which go to the Help Your
NHS crowdfunding pot.
As Anita and Kristian were keen
to get local businesses involved with
this initiative, Help Your NHS secured
numerous partnerships, including big
names like Kellogg’s, as well as local
Weybridge businesses like K&K Global
Consulting, Comtact (a cyber security and
IT service provider), The Waverly Inn, and
HillHouse Interiors.
Help Your NHS has garnered a lot of
attention over recent weeks, having been
featured on Radio Wey for their efforts,
and the trust has been very grateful,
noting that the organisation’s efforts
have really helped the hospital manage
scarce resources.
To find out more about Help Your NHS,
visit their website at bit.ly/2YSBaX9
You can also procure your own mask
from Eddie Farrow, who is asking for a £2
minimum donation, with proceeds going
to Ashford and St Peter’s Hospital Trust:
bit.ly/2YgWQ00

In March the Karppis contacted Ashford
and St Peter’s Hospital Trust about
becoming fundraising ambassadors, then
set up a JustGiving crowdfunding page
and created Help Your NHS as a new nonprofit organisation, specifically to raise
money and essential supplies for Ashford
and St Peter’s. With word spreading fast
on social media and thanks to the support
of the community, Help Your NHS has
now been able to raise £7,800 for our
local hospital.
Among the vital equipment Help
Your NHS has delivered to the trust are
two intubation shields, which protect
healthcare workers as they treat people
with infectious diseases. The project has
also continued fundraising for PPE such
as scrubs, shoe covers and toiletries.
In April, through community donations,
Help Your NHS was able to put together a
care package, including 400 Easter eggs
and 196 masks with sizes ranging from
small to large. The masks were made by
local seamstress Edwina Farrow, who
started making scrubs for NHS workers
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SEW WEYBRIDGE TO THE RESCUE:
LOCKDOWN SCRUB MAKERS AID NHS
For many weeks into lockdown, rainbow
paintings in windows and heartfelt clapping
on Thursday evenings became the nation’s
way of showing thanks to amazing frontline
NHS staff. But a group of 40 Weybridge
women decided to do something practical
and show their appreciation by making
personal protective equipment (PPE) for
local NHS workers.
Seeing a Surrey County Council
advertisement for help with PPE for
frontline workers, local Elmbridge Borough

Councillor (EBC) Charu Sood recruited an
eager team of seamstresses, designers
and enthusiastic hobbyists, and Sew
Weybridge was established on 19th April.
The eclectic mix of volunteers –
many of whom were made redundant or
furloughed due to the pandemic, while
others were recently retired – all shared
the same desire: do whatever possible
to support those in the NHS frontlines
battling the COVID pandemic. Around
Weybridge, sewing machines were dusted
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down as volunteers set to work – first to
meet the urgent demand for scrubs, the
clothes worn by medics and by increasing
numbers of NHS staff, especially given the
need to change more frequently to stop
the spread of the virus.
Putting their combined 100+ years of
sewing experience to good use, the group
initially made 30 sets of scrubs and 150
scrub bags so that scrubs could be safely
stored and washed by staff at home.
The destination was St Peter’s Hospital.
Next, the volunteers created hundreds
of facemasks for the local community,
which are now being worn by commuters,
teachers and even volunteers from Surrey
Search and Rescue (SARs).
Finally, the volunteers started sewing
for the Royal Surrey County hospital
as well. Funded by monies raised by St
George’s Weybridge, the sewing group
bought fabric and produced and delivered
27 sets of scrubs packed in individual
scrub bags in under 10 days.
The
group
has
now
been
commissioned by SCC, which has funded
more materials, including 220 metres
of fabric and other sewing items, for
this activity as an ongoing project. Sew
Weybridge is now busy making scrubs

for more local NHS staff, sending out 20
bags and scrubs to Royal Surrey County
hospital on 12th June.
It’s been a fulfilling and, at times,
emotional experience, but the volunteers
remain undaunted.
‘I wanted to help, but then my daughter
who was sitting her medical finals in March
found out she was being sent to St Peters
as a junior doctor and needed scrubs,
so it’s become a personal experience
as well,’ said Susan Seery, a member of
the group.
Many of the volunteers have been
sewing since they were children, taught
by their mothers who gave them skills they
would use for life.
‘Memories of my mother came to mind
as I remember the sewing tips she gave
me,’ said Frances O’Reilly, another group
member. ‘These memories gave me more
motivation to sew as it was something that
was connected to her and helps to keep
her memories alive.’
The group have also made scrubs bags
for Church Street Practice, Whitley village,
Sunrise Care Home, Sutton Lodge, Heath
care home and local residents.
Keen to join? Please contact Charu at
Charusood@yahoo.com.

HELP US SUPPORT YOU – JOIN THE WEYBRIDGE SOCIETY!
For more than 65 years, the Weybridge Society has worked for Weybridge. Now, more
than ever, our volunteers need your help to keep our town a great place to live and work.
Support us as we keep you informed of events and issues that affect your community.
Your contribution helps us work for the common good, and as a member you’ll receive
dedicated emails with local news you can use.
The QR code alongside goes to our website joining page or visit
weybridgesociety.org.uk. At just £8 a year for individuals or £12 for two
at the same address, it’s a small but valuable donation to our charity, so
join today!
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LIFE UNDER LOCKDOWN:
COMMUNITY ACHIEVERS BEAT COVID BLUES
With so many of us disconnected from
our usual routines due to lockdown, new
hobbies have sprung up across town. The
Weybridge Society was curious about
what residents have been up to and
learned that people are incredibly resilient
and overwhelmingly positive, showcasing
a community that is striving to use this time
for positive change!
When lockdown began, mum-of-two
Laura Scarr made the decision to take up
running. Never having run before, she
adopted the ‘Couch to 5k’ challenge, a
popular app, and soon discovered a love
of the sport.

can now easily run for more than 20
minutes without stopping.
The Couch to 5k challenge has become
wildly popular over the last few years,
most notably through its app and the NHS
website. The challenge sets out a nine
week training schedule, with three runs a
week before moving to the next level, in
order to build up a runner’s stamina.
‘I plan to continue for sure, so lockdown
has been a positive thing for me,’ Laura
adds. ‘I was not a runner at all before and
did not do much exercise. Now I’ve gone
down a dress size, so my summer dresses
will be so much more appealing to wear
when we come out of lockdown!’
Meanwhile Erica Galvin, a cake
maker, has reported a different kind of
achievement. Once lockdown began and
weddings (the mainstay of her business)
were postponed, Erica found herself out of
work. Now she is baking 200 cupcakes a
week from home in support of Surrey Drive,
which supplies hot meals for staff at the
Royal Surrey Hospital. Erica also helps at
Whiteley Village, a charity-run retirement
community, cooking and delivering meals
six days a week to its residents so they
can still have hot meals during lockdown.
‘I have loved being part of a team in both
instances giving back to the community,’
says Erica. ‘I am an all-or-nothing person,
so I embraced lockdown volunteering in
order to have a purpose each day, and it’s
been brilliant. It’s been amazing to work as
part of a team.’
To see more of Erica’s amazing
cakes, specialising in wedding cakes
and cakes for special events, visit
icedinnovations.co.uk

‘I wanted a challenge to keep me sane
during lockdown and this has definitely
been great for my mental health,’ says
Laura. ‘I have learned to take a negative
situation and make it into a positive one.
If you have a goal in life you can do it -anything is achievable if you put your mind
to it!’
As of the seventh week of lockdown
Laura had run more than 130 miles and
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appreciate the small things such as birds
tweeting and sun shining,’ Amy says. ‘It's
so important to speak to your family every
single day and make that hug last just a
little longer. This lockdown has been an
emotional rollercoaster for so many
people, so it’s important to always be kind,
a lesson I teach my children on a
daily basis.’

Helping others is surely a lockdown
trend, as Amy Duhig, a local Avon
representative, can also attest. Amy began
a campaign called ‘Care for the Hands
that Care for Us.’ Her aim was simple:
to get hand cream to frontline healthcare
workers at St Peter’s hospital. Her efforts
have been greatly appreciated and a real
success – she’s managed to get 163 tubes
donated to the hospital!
In her spare time, Amy has also taken
up scrap booking with her family to record
their time in lockdown.

See her online
bit.ly/30WMRif

Avon

store,

visit

Interviews and text by Becky Roper

HOME
NEWS
DELIVERY

Deliveries straight to your door
Weybridge News deliver national,
local & international newspapers and
magazines direct to your home or
business, 7 days a week,
364 days a year.
Call us on 01932 842938
or visit us in store.
Weybridge News
44a High Street, Weybridge,
Surrey KT13 8BL

‘I've learnt never to take things for
granted: to hug my family a little tighter, to
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OATLANDS MOST FAMOUS RESIDENT:
DUCHESS OF YORK
There has been royalty in Weybridge – and
no, we don’t mean the Beatles or any of the
other illustrious residents who have graced
(or possibly disgraced) St Georges Hill. We
mean the Duchess of
York, Frederica Charlotte
Ulrica Catherina (1767
-1820),
a
Prussian
princess who lived in
Oatlands House, in what
was then the fringes of
Weybridge. Since we’re
living through tough times
today, we thought maybe
we could use a fairy tale
– though beware some
had it rough in those days
as well!
The Duchess of
York Frederica was born in Charlottenburg
in Berlin into the House of Hohenzollern,
the eldest child of Frederick William II
of Prussia. Growing up, she lived in the
Schloss Salzdahlum, a royal estate to the
east of Hanover.
Scandal hit the Duchess Frederica’s
first royal house when she was barely two.
Her mother, princess Elizabeth Christine
of Brunswick-Lüneberg, had been having
an affair and in 1769 became pregnant.
As Elizabeth’s husband was not the father,
an investigation followed and the culprit
found: a court musician. The amorous pair
had planned to escape the court for Italy,
but Prussian justice was swiftly applied.
The musician was arrested, found guilty
and beheaded.
As Elizabeth was placed under house
arrest, became prisoner of the state and
later was dispatched to a castle in Stettin,
the child princess Frederica never saw

her mother again. Elizabeth the mother
herself died in 1840, aged ninety-three,
having endured seventy-one years of
house arrest!
From the moment
of incarceration of her
mother,
the
young
Frederica was entrusted
to her great-aunt, also
Elizabeth
Christine
(but
of
BrunswickWolfenbüttel-Bevern),
known as the Queen of
Prussia. The Queen, who
had no children of her
own due to an estranged
marriage, had great
affection for the young
princess and the two
stayed in touch for the rest of
their lives.
On a visit to Berlin, the Duke of York
and Albany met the Prussian princess when
she was about fourteen. When she was
twenty-four, the Duke happened to be on
military business in Berlin and met her again.
Liking her and conscious of his need for a
wife, he proposed. She accepted, though
realising that she would be spending her
life in England and would never see her
mother again.
The Duke of York and Albany and
Frederica celebrated their first marriage
ceremony in Berlin, then a second one in
Buckingham House in November 1791
where they settled. By marrying the Duke
of York and Albany, the second son of King
George III, Frederica entered the House of
Hanover, forerunners of Queen Victoria.
But Frederica did not really take to court
life. Perhaps she found it too rigid and rather
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full of restrictions. Meanwhile, the Duke's
Army career flourished, and he spent time in
England as well as on the continent, in what
is now eastern Belgium, often in Tournai.
In about 1791 he
decided that he
needed a country
residence. Knowing
that both the Tudors
and the Stuarts had
become familiar with
Hampton Court, as
well as other places
such as Windsor, he
set about buying a
country residence.
And
so
the
‘grand old Duke
of York’ bought
Oatlands
House.
Here, he and Frederica would spend some
of their time together, but the spark seems
to have gone out of their marriage by then.
He returned to London to live in Horse
Guards, off Whitehall, which was Army
Headquarters, while Frederica remained in
Oatlands House, which became known as
Oatlands Palace.
The Duke and Duchess largely lived
apart, with him free to enjoy London life and
all its pursuits, while she began to acquire
pets to keep herself happy. Gradually dogs
became her life – it was said that during her
lifetime she owned about seventy or eighty!
When the Duke and Duchess were
together at Oatlands, however, they
managed a relationship of friendliness and
respect, and seemingly far stronger than the
short-lived love affairs and hasty marriages
of the other royal dukes and princesses.
They enjoyed parties held in Oatlands
Palace at weekends, and King George III
even attended one, having travelled from
Windsor. On Christmas Eve the Duchess

was known for inviting local people into her
house, especially boys and girls, allowing
them to choose gifts from around the
Christmas tree.
Frederica
was
popular
in
Weybridge
and
could still cause a stir
on the odd Sunday
when her husband
was around and
might accompany
her to church. But
her life was cut short
by lung disease, and
she died at the age
of fifty-three on 6th
August 1820, only
five years after the
famous Battle of
Waterloo when war with the French Republic
finally ended.
His various affairs notwithstanding, the
Duke was deeply distressed at the loss of
his Frederica and arranged her funeral at
the local church of St James's. Weybridge
citizens were so taken aback by the loss of
their 'little queen of Oatlands,' they erected a
monument to her on the green, where it still
stands opposite the Ship Hotel.
As the 6th August 2020 marks the
200th year since the Duchess of York’s
passing, several history buffs, royal fans
and commemorators are planning to raise
a tribute to our famous resident. Should
COVID lockdown measures permit, a small
tribute to her at the Monument or at her grave
in St James’s churchyard is thought to be
an appropriate gesture to honour this local
former member of the British royal family and
famous local resident. Anyone interested
in joining the small group that is forming,
please contact the Weybridge Society at
social@weybridgesociety.org.uk
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AGM CARS

Incorporating Weybridge Taxis @ Weybridge Station

ALL MAJOR AIRPORTS

London • Heathrow • Gatwick • Stansted • Luton
All jobs taken on
Competitive prices
Accounts welcome
Friendly, reliable and professional

Licensed saloon and six seater cars

01932 858585

booking@agmcars.co.uk
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE & CHARITY TRUSTEES
Dave Arnold

Chairman & Transport

chairman@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Secretary

secretary@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Andy Richardson

Treasurer

treasurer@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Trevor Lewis

Membership

membership@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Lesia Scholey

Newsletter editor

newsletter@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Lesia Scholey

WRAP and Comms
Coordinator

Barry Judd

Liaison with local groups

liaison@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Richard Marshall

Footpaths

footpaths@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Steve McCarthy

Web Editor

webeditor@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Raymond Spary

Chair Planning Panel

planning@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Kay Williamson

Chair Planning Panel

Mervyn Greig
Nick Thripp

OTHER CONTACTS
Kay Williamson

Planning Riverside

planning.riverside@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Raymond Spary

Planning Oatlands

planning.oatlands@weybridgesociety.org.uk

Michael Freeman

Planning St Georges

planning.stgeorges@weybridgesociety.org.uk
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News Letter Comments - Did anything catch your eye in this newsletter, or would you like to
make a comment to the editor? Your feedback would be appreciated. Please let us know through

newsletter@weybridgesociety.org.uk
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